The Mobile Chef

Contact Name: Tonya A. Martin

Phone Number: 719-337-8802

Email: martinsonmain@yahoo.com

Website:
Good Food...and LOTS of it!

The Mobile Chef, LLC
P.O. Box 455
Ordway, CO 81063
(719)377-8802 or (719)68-1888
martinsonmain@yahoo.com

MENU

- NAVAJO / INDIAN TACOS
- WALKING TACO / SUPER NACHO
- SMOTHERED BURRITO
- PORK SANDWICHES & MELTS
- GYROS / PITA SANDWICHES
- HAND DIPPED CORNDOGS
- MOZZA DOGS & FRIED CHEESE
- HAND MADE BURGERS / CHEESE BURGERS
- STOCKYARD BURGERS
- HOT DOGS
- SKEWERS (CHICKEN, SAUSAGE, ETC.)
- FRIES / SPUDS / TATERS
- HAND CUT CHILI CHEESE FRIES
- CHEESY BACON TATERS
- HOT DOGS
- NACHOS / CHIPS
- VEGGIE ITEMS
- ELEPHANT EARS / FRY BREAD
- FUNNEL CAKES
- FLAVORED FUNNEL CAKES
- MILK SHAKES / HAND DIPPED CONES
- FRESH SQUEEZED LEMONADE / LIMEADE (CHERRY / STRAWBERRY)
- FRESH BREWED TEA / ARNOLD PALMERS
- BEVERAGES / WATER

TRAILER SET-UP

Our concession trailer is 8'x20'(frontage), with tongue and service space, our needs are approximately 8'x 26'(frontage).

We need approx. 30amps of 110 power
(Regular 30amps. Household style with space for no plug, or 200-15 to 20amp outlet plugs)

ITEMS USED: Lights, Cash Register, Refrigeration, Water Pump, etc.

We do not require any water hook-up (but we will use it if you have it!)

If vendor passes are required, we need 2 (4 at some shows).

If possible, we would like to have space behind, or close to our trailer, to park our truck as it contains our extra refrigeration and dry storage (electricity inc. w/ 30 amps). Please let us know in advance if this is not an option so we can make other arrangements!

Note: We serve off the DRIVERS SIDE of our trailer!!!

LICENSES & INSURANCE

PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR NEED ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION! THANK YOU!